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• Noisegate: A noise gate
virtual stompbox effect,
adding noise to input
signal. The resulting sound
can be a mix of original sound
signal and noises. •
Compressor: A compressor
virtual stompbox effect,
adding gain to audio
signal. The resulting sound
can be more powerful with
compression gain. • Chorus:



Chorus effect added to the
sound. • Chorus-B:
Modification of the Chorus
effect, featuring more options
for Chorus parameters. •
Chorus-C: Modification of the
Chorus effect, featuring more
options for Chorus
parameters. • Clipper: Clipper
effect added to the sound. • T-
Delay: Delay effect added to
the sound. • MS-21: MS-21
virtual stereo effect added to
the sound. • MS-21 + BPM:



MS-21 effect added to the
audio signal with the addition
of BPM effect. • MS-21 +
Flanger: MS-21 effect added
to the audio signal with the
addition of Flanger effect. •
MS-21 + Phaser: MS-21 effect
added to the audio signal with
the addition of Phaser effect. •
MS-21 + Tremolo: MS-21
effect added to the audio
signal with the addition of
Tremolo effect. • MS-21 +
Wah: MS-21 effect added to



the audio signal with the
addition of Wah effect. •
MS-21 + Vocal: MS-21 effect
added to the audio signal with
the addition of Vocal effect. •
MS-21 + Vocal + Aeq: MS-21
effect added to the audio
signal with the addition of
Vocals effect and Aeq effect. •
MS-21 + Vocal + Bass: MS-21
effect added to the audio
signal with the addition of
Vocals effect and Bass effect.
• MS-21 + Vocal + Harm:



MS-21 effect added to the
audio signal with the addition
of Vocals effect and Harmonic
effect. • MS-21 + Vocal +
Vocal: MS-21 effect added to
the audio signal with the
addition of Vocals effect,
Vocals effect and Overdrive
effect. • MS-21 + Bass: MS-21
effect added to the audio
signal with the addition of
Bass effect. • MS-21 + Bass +
Aeq: MS-21
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? Edit noise parameters in real
time ? Chorus, Compress,
Clipper and delay effects for
stereo output ? 3 new audio
FX - Auto, Surround and
Chorus LFO ? Selective
Chorus ? Selective Compress ?
Selective Clipper ? Selective
Delay ? Save/Load/Save As
functions ? 128 presets for
various instruments, mixing
desks and even other plugins ?



Realtime ADSR envelope ?
Stereo FX ? User FX ? Track
Focus ? Mix Track Controls ?
Generate Compression and
Delay cues for your favourite
mixer ? Transpose, Envelope,
Sends, Phasers and Pan ?
Multi X, Y or Z channel effects
? Adjust noise and echo
threshold for each audio
channel ? Adjust tape
simulation noise ? Selective
noise, echo and tape
simulation ? Pre-amp and EQ



curves ? Two FX engines:
Audio and MIDI ? Import
presets from your favorite
host software ? Dual control
over stereo output ? Support
for native formats, iTunes and
Ableton Live ? Audio Preview
Mode ? SoundFX UVU
Uncompressed Plugin
Compressor ? Ultra-
Compatible ? Native VST plug-
in, 32/64bit, multithreaded ?
Universal binary for Windows
and macOS ? Easy to use for



any working musician ?
Universal mobile solutions for
iOS and Android ? No
registration required ? No
shipping fees ? No one fee ?
No contract ? Customer
support and updates ?
Licensed to Compatible-
ProAudio-FX Ltd ?
MULTISTOMP Homepage: ?
Examples of MULTISTOMP in
action: ? ? ?
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What's New in the MULTISTOMP?

The Noisegate by Mixobjects
is the high-quality
replacement of the built-in
compressor of your DAW
(Digital Audio Workstation). It
makes it possible to add,
remove, or reduce the audio
signal from the original sound
without affecting the level.
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The parameters can be
recorded and saved as a sound
clip. You can adjust the
threshold level by specifying
the point of compression as
well as increase or decrease
the amount of compression
applied. It is possible to set
the attack phase, the release
phase, the threshold, and the
release ratio. It is also
possible to connect to your
Mixobjects REP/Delay
(Delay/Replay) modeler in



order to obtain various
additional effects. The
Noisegate combines up to 7
parameters that can be
adjusted. You can also define
the delay time by entering the
time of your delay modeler
and the scale mode. The noise
gate can be used for control
over the amount of signal
reduction. *Note: You can
download the 64-bit version of
the Noisegate or the 32-bit
version (from the Store



section) or the 64-bit version
(from the Mixobjects site).
*Note: There is also a new
version of the Noisegate
available. You can download it
directly from the Store
section. Noisegate Demo:
Chorus by Mixobjects Chorus
adds a chorus effect to your
sound. You can increase the
amount of echo by specifying
the phase value, as well as the
depth, the additive delay, the
sustain, the number of repeats



and the frequency. You can
also fine tune the delay time
and the ratio. It is possible to
select either the ring or the
slide mode. The preset list can
be synchronized with your
Mixobjects REP/Delay
(Delay/Replay) modeler in
order to obtain additional
effects. The Depth, Delay,
Sustain and Repeat options
can be used to set the depth,
delay time, sustain level,
number of repeats and the



added effect. The Chorus
comes with up to 8
parameters that can be
adjusted. The Chorus can be
used to add a chorus effect to
your sound. *Note: There is
also a new version of the
Chorus available. You can
download it directly from the
Store section. Chorus Demo:
Clipper by Mixobjects Clipper
can be used to reduce the
level of the sound. You can
specify the threshold and



compression ratio by using the
Attack, Release and Gain
dials. It is also possible to
reduce the amount of
distortion to adjust the
sharpness. You can also set
the release time, the hold
time, the level and the gain of
the modulation effect. You can
also set the modulation effect
to the ring, slide, gate or
bypass mode. It is possible to
adjust the S



System Requirements For MULTISTOMP:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1,
Windows 10 (32/64-bit),
Windows Server 2008 R2,
Windows Server 2012 R2,
Windows Server 2016 (64-bit),
Windows Server 2019 CPU:
Intel Core 2 Duo, 3.2GHz or
faster, AMD Athlon II X3 445
or faster RAM: 1 GB HDD: 2
GB GPU: DirectX 11, Open GL
2.0 DirectX: Version 11



Networking: Broadband
Internet connection Sound
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